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VENEZIANO MODEL FOR np -? pn AND pp -? nn 

* SCATTERING AND PARITY DOUBLET 

B. K. Pal 

.Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

January 6, 1970 

ABSTRACT 

UCRL-1944l 

The experimental np -? pn and pp -? nn differ-

ential cross-section data demand that there be opposite 

parity partners of exchange-degenerate nand B in 

order to have a sharp peak at t = O. The invariant 

amplitudes, free from kinematic singularities, are 

constructed in Veneziano representation to show 

conspiracy relations in helicity amplitudes for each 

isotopic spin I = 0 and I = 1 demanded by the sharp 

forward peak in experimental do 
dt Since parity 

partners p and A2 do not exist in nature, the. usual 

Regge contribution due to exchange-degenerate p and 

A2 exchange is employed, reducing thereby the number 

of parameters in residues and trajectories. The 

Veneziano-type t-dependent gamma function residue is 

introduced here. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The data on 1 2 pn ~ np , da 
dt display a sharp peak at t = 0, 

whereas pp -' n-n3,4 h h' d k' th hl th . as a muc WI. er pea WI. roug y € same 

value at t = 0. This forward peak demands interpretation in terms 

of the lightest particle exchange apart from exchange of other particles 

that are expected to play equally important roles for large values of 

t. The lightest particle is the meson, whose residueS is knovm to 

vanish at t = 0. Therefore, instead of contributing a sharp peak 

in the forward direction the :n: contributes a strong narrow minimum 

at t = O--quite unlike experiment. Arbab and Dash 6 and Phillips 7 

independently studied pn -7 np and pp ~nn within the framework 

Regge pole phenomenology, taking into consideration that :n: is a 

member of an M = 1 parity doublet. 8 The pion conspires with its 

of 

opposite-parity partner (physically unknown) in such a way that the 

helicity-flip amplitude vanishes at t = 0, whereas the nonhelicity 

flip amplitude does not vanish at t = 0. Thus their works could 

reproduce the sharp toward peak at t = 0. In our earlier work, 

"Simpler Veneziano Model for np Charge-Exchange Scattering," only 

an M = ° pion and an M = 1 pion parity doublet with a corresponding 

exchange-degenerate B 'were considered to give rise to a sharp peak 

in 
da 
dt at t = 0, yielding qualitative agreement with the experime.ntal 

data. That model was valid for small t only, since th~ exchange of 

other massive particles was not taken into consideration for 
do 
dt . Also 

the helicity amplitudes, not free of kinematic singularities, were 

expressed in Veneziano representation. Here we start from invariant 
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amplitudes free of kinematic singularities that obey crossing symmetries 

of dynamical variables. Though our parameterization is not unique, 

helicity amplitudes deduced from invariant amplitudes are able to show 

conspiracy.relations in a natural way, and new features are exhibited. 

In the scattering of non-zero-spin particles in Veneziano representation 

the parity doublet occurs in pairs. The opposite-parity9 partners of 

the exchange-degenerate nand B are brought into the picture here 

to show conspiracy relations. Since it is not possible to kill the 

unwanted opposite-parity partners of exchange-degenerate p and A2 , 

the usual Regge contribution with Veneziano-type t-dependent gamma 

function residue is introduced. Only four adjustable parameters in 

residue functions are introduced. Thus our work is able to give 

qualitative and, to a great exten.t, quantitative agreement with experi
. 6 

mental results, whereas earlier works by Arbab and Dash and Phillips 7 

req'uired many adjustable parameters to fit the data. 
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FORMULAS AND PARAMETERIZATION 

Th ' t·t' 10 f l't d ' e Venezlano represen a lon or any amp l u e lncorporates 

the properties of resonance in one-channel energy and related asymptotic 

behavior in the crossed-channel energy for linearly rising trajectories, 

We make a simple Veneziano-type ansatz for the "five independent 

invariant amplitudes" for the process NN ~ NN and NN ~ NN for each 

isotopic spin I = 0 and I = 1. In NN' ~NN, the resonance structures 

for t and 11 channels are the same and there is no s-channel 

resonance of exotic quantum numbers, whereas in NN ~NN, the resonance 

structures for t and s channels are the same and there is no u-channel 

resonance of exotic quantum numbers. 

The invariant amplitudes for the process pp ~nn can be 

obtained by crossing s ~ u from the invariant amplitudes for the 

process np ~ pn. The helici ty amplitudes are related linearly to 

the invariant amplitudes. Since the parity doublet occurs in pairs, 

for each invariant amplitude, two linearly independent terms are 

considered when exchange-degenerate nand B and their opposite-

parity partners c and Bc are exchanged. We get similar asymptotic 

behavior of helicity amplitudes: Phillips7 obtained expressions9 for 
\) 

the helicity amplitudes for np ~pn. 

In pn ~np, the usual t-channel n-B exchange contributes 

only to ¢2 I1nd ¢4 with the same magnitude and the same sign, and 

its residue vanishes at t = 0, whereas the u-channel n-B contributes 

only to ¢2 and ¢3 with the same magnitude and the opposite sign, 

and its residue vanishes at u = O. 
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Let us denote r[-a(t)]r[-a~u~] by A[a(t) a(u)] 
rC-aCt) - a u J 'J 

r[l - a(tt J r[l - a~u)] by B[a(t), a(u)) and 
r[l - a t) - a(u) 

r[l - a(tt] r[l - a(u)] [aCt) _ a(u)] b 
r[ 2 - a t )- a C u) 1 Y 

c[a(t), a(u)). The 

invariant amplitudes T G. (s, t, u) for NN -) NN satisfy the crossing 
1 

symmetries 

T G. (s,t,u) 
1 

i+T. T( (-1) G. s,u,t), 
1 

(1) 

where T = 0,1 and i = 1,2,3,4, and 5. The invariant-amplitudes for 

the exchange of n-B and c-Bc are given by 

= ~ B' A[a(t), a(u))[a~t~ - a(u)] 
2 a( t) + a u + ~ at~) c[a(t), a(u)) 

(2) 

- ~ B' A[a(t), a(u)] + ~ at~) B[a(t), a(u)] 

• 

• 
_ :z, A' A[a(t), a(u))[a(t) a( )) 3 B". . 

[G3(s,t,u))T=0 = ~ I-' - --a(ir+ a(u} -u + 2" ansJc[a(t),a(u)), . V 

(4r 

~ B' A[a(t), a(u)] + ~ a{~) B[a(t), a(u)), (5 ) 

~ l~ [Gl(s,t,u)T,-:.l [G')(s,t,u))T=l = 2 A[a(t),a(u)] - 2" a(o) B[a(t),a(u)), 

(6) 
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[ ( ) _ ~ A[a(t),a(u)][a(t){ -a(u)J l"£:" 
G2 s,t,u JT==l == 2 _. aCt) + a(u) - 2' a(o)c[a(t),a(u)J , 

(7) 

~ l~ [G3 (s,t,u)]T==1- - 2 A[a(t), a(u)] - 2' a(o) B[a(t), a(u)], (8) 

and 

Using Eq. (2.20) from Muzinich5 for the helicity amplitudes, one gets. 

[¢ (t) fixed t 
== 1 s, JT==O ,1 large s ~ 

+ 

¢ ( t) fixed t 
[ 2 s, , JT==O,l large s ~ 

+ 

¢ ( t) fixed t 
[ 4 s, ]T==O,l large s ~ 

31 n(3'tb ~ .. , s2bs) , ( ) (- ')( 2) .l._( a(t)-l 
~ 2" 2' - 2 s s inrra ( t )a ( 0 )r[ aCt) ] 

, (10) 

(. L
2

, !2) r.. 11(3' tb) S! fbS )a( t }-l ' \: '= 2 sin na t)rLa(t) + lJ 

sin na(t) a(o) rEaCt)] , (11) 

( ·u (- ) 1. )a(t)-l _ L
2

'!2. - nbS(32f1t S2 Cbs_ -s ':'""in-n-a+( t.,....)r-a"T( o'::'"')~r""[ a-r:( t-':, )...,..] , 
2p 

(12) 

<~ .. 
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(M)( "bSf;t) 0 ~, 1.. 

[¢5(s,t)]T=0,1 
fixed t s \ 2 

) - + 2" ) large s 
- 2p m ) 

X 
mtbs f;( t)-l (13) 

sin na t) a(O) reaCt)] 

The .conspiracy relation imposes two conditions on residues and 

trajectories at t = O. The t-dependent residues should not be allowed 

to vanish at t O. This requirement that they not vanish is satisfied 

if (- rr~tb) and f.. JTbsB"t) 
\.: 2p2 

are replaced by Bt f 0 at 

t = 0, and the trajectories of the two terms are equal at t O. On 

substitution, one finds that the helicity-flip amplitude [¢4 (s, t) ]T=O ,1 

vanishes at t = 0 and the non-helicity-flip amplitude [¢2(s,t)]T=0,1 

does not vanish at t = O. If -2rrbm
2

B" is denoted by B, one can 

have only two independent residue parameters. By adjusting them 

suitably, one can obtain a sharp peak at t = o. When :n:B and cB c 

are exchanged in the t channel, the t-channel helicity amplitudes, with 

residues Band Bt , are therefore given by 

[¢3(s,t)]T=0,1 

= sin :n:a t)a(O)r[a(t)] 

+ sin :n:a(t)a(O)r[a(t)] , (14) 

.. 
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+ (~ :!:) 
\:"2'2 rro:(t )0:( 0) r[ 0:( t) ] , (15) 

i3 t sin rrO: t)rCo:(t) + lJ 

. S~(bst(t)-l 
Bt sin rro:(t)a(o)r[o:(t)] , (16) 

(~ S)~· m(bs t( t) -1 . 
i3 t ~ + m2 sinrro:(t o:(o)r[o:(t)] . 

(17) 

Similarly, the helicity amplitudes when rrB and cB c 
are exchanged 

in the u channel are given by 

i3 s~(bs)O:(U)-l 
u 

sin JfO:(U)O:(O)r[o:(u)] 

(~~ :!:). 2'2 

(~ :!:' \:.2'2..1 sin rro:(u)o:(o)r[o:(u)] 

(18) 

(19) 
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The first- and second terms of each helicity amplitude look like Regge 

contributions because of exchange of rr-B and c-B 
c 

respectively, in 

the corresponding channels. The asymptotic behavior of all the terms in 

Veneziano representation looks similar to that in the Hegge pole model 

except that the residues are dependent on gamma functions in the 

denominator. Therefore one can assume that helicity amplitudes due to 

exchange of exchange-degenerate p and A2 should be given, by7,12 

[¢3(s,t)]T=0,1 

) (20) 

= 

(21) 

[¢5(s,t)]T=0,1 

(22) 

Here T denotes We have, in genera'l',' 
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where x denotes s'yrnbolically the exchange of particles, say, 11-B 

and c-Bc from Eqs. (14) through (17) and p-A2 from Eqs. (20) 

through (22). 

Also, 

¢.total(S,t) 
1 . 

1 2 
:;: ¢. (s,t) + ¢. (s,t) 

1 1 

where 1 and 2 denote particles 

respectively. Therefore 

and c-B ') 
c 

dO' 
dt 

_11 {~ I¢. total l2 + 41¢ total l2} 
2k2 ~ 1 5 

1=1 

and (p-A,) 
. '-

(24) 

There is an analogous set of invariant amplitudes T 
G. (u,t,s) for the 

1 . 

NN channel obtained from the set T Gi (s,t,u) under the plausible 

assumption by crossing s ~ u. There is also a set of amplitudes ¢ 

linearly related in the same way to the invariant amplitudes G when 

p, E, etc. are replaced by p, E, etc. for the correspon<iing , NN· 

channeL ,For large s and fixed t, the form of each expression for 

the set ~ remains the same except that each term is multiplied by a 

factor e -incx(t), where N(t) . th d· t . t f th ~ lS e correspon lng raJec ory 0 ·e 

exchange-degenerate particles exchanged. For the exchange of x 

particles ~i x(pp -7 nn) are given by 

and 

~.total(s,t) 
1 

(26) 



where 1 and 2 denote p~rticles 

respectively. Therefore 
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(n-B and c-B ) c 

do 
dt n 2 {f 1 ~. tota112 + 41 ¢5 t otal l2} . 

2k ~ l 
l=l 

and 

The n-B, c-B and c' trajectories are respectively 

-0.025 + 1.25 t , 

CX
c

_
B 

(t) -0.025 + 1. 01 t , 
c 

0.5 + t . 

UCRL-19441 

(28) ,I 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE FIT 

There ar~e all together 32 data for np -7 pn differential 

cross-sections at incident laboratory momentum 8 GeV/c. There is a 

systematic uncertainty of ±30% common to all values. There is an 

additional systematic uncertainty of ±15% for -t > 0.143 (Gev/c)-2. 

All these, apart from statistical errors are taken into consideration 

for the mini~um value of X2
. There are 19 data at i~cidentlaboratory 

momentum 5,6,7, and 9 GeV/c. The errors for the pp -7nn differential 

cross-sections dcr dt were obtained by multiplying the statistical 

errors by a factor of 2.2. This rather arbitrary factor was a crude 

compromise between not including any systematic error at all and 

multiplying the statistical error by a factor of 4.78 as was done by 

G M . 2 t f dcr . annlng e ·c. or dt. 

Our calculated curve for 
dcr 

np -)pn dt passes through the 

points within the error bar. The calculated curves at incident 

laboratory momentum 5, 6, and 7 Gev/c are in good agreement with 

experimental data from t = 0 to 2 
t = -0.90 (Gev/c) • The calculated 

dcr at incident laboratory momentum 9 GeV/c for is dt curve pp -7 nn 

not in good agreement with experimental 
dcr 

though the calculations· 
dt even 

have been mul tipled by 1.25. The x2 for both· np -7 pn and pp . -7 nn 

differential cross sections dcr 
dt 

minimum ~t' ~, bl , and b2 

is 146.04 for 108 data points. For 

are given by . 
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f3 t 
~ 1.24 rob 

-2 
(GeV/c) , 

f3 ~ 0.12 rob / -2 (GeV c) , 

1 

b ~ 0.095 (rob)"2 (Gev / c rl , 1 

l -1 
b 2 "'" 0.1 (rob)2 (GeV/c) . 

Figures 1 through 5 summarize the work of this investigation. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

dO' 
dt for np charge-exchange scattering at lab momentum 

8 GeV/c. Data points are taken from Ref. 2. 

dO' dt for pp charge-exchange scattering at lab momentum 

5 GeV/c.Data points are taken from Ref. 4. 

dO' 
dt 

for pp charge-exchange scattering at lab momentum 

6 GeV/c. Data points are taken from Ref. 4. 

dO' 
dt for pp charge-exchange scattering at lab momentum 

7 GeV/ c. Data points are taken from Ref. 4. 

dO' 
dt for pp charge-exchange scattering at lab momentum 

9 GeV/c. Data points are taken from Ref. 4. ,; 
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